Tall Scallop Vase

SKU: TB_SV_T
Stoneware and glaze, 10.25" L x 8.75" W x 13" H
Approximate Weight: 12 lbs

BZIPPY vases emerge from a vocabulary of shapes informed by the designer’s interest in architecture, industrial design, and the many forms of urban infrastructure; when grouped together, the vessels resemble cityscapes viewed from afar. Often collaged together, the shapes used in these vessels are stacked to create a precarious sense of balance, making a relatively lightweight object appear heavier than it is as a way to suggest the weight of something much larger, like an office tower.

Variations occur throughout the handmade process; final products may vary slightly from images or listed dimensions. The tension between uniformity and character is inherent to our fabrication process.

All products can be made to order in any color from our glaze palette. Please reference our full glaze palette for minor exceptions, finish qualities, and variation levels. Contact the studio to request glaze samples.

See full glaze palette [HERE]

$508.30 TR / $598 MSRP